
Budget Vs Actual  Report

Actual - Total spend $646,296.92

Forecast - Total spend $812,980.50

Variance -20.50%
Change in spend from previous 
month +8.22%

Actual - Total contributor reward 
spend $553,233.53

Forecast - Contributor Reward 
spend $621,755.50

Actual - Total Other Expenditure 
(excluding rewards) $93,063.39

Forecast - Total Other Expenditure $191,225.00
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Overview

The Index Coop prepares to kick off season 1 officially in February,
all the proposed nests are currently going through the budgeting
process, therefore the Finance Nest requested to roll on the Q4
forecasted budgets for the month of January. (More Information
here), this was approved by the Index Council.

Actual costs for December (contributor rewards plus expenses) 
totaled at $646,296.92 compared to a forecast spend of 
$812,980. This is a variance of -20.50%. Contributor rewards 
account for 85% of overall cost and are +18.54% up from the 
previous month. Total spend has seen an 8.22% increase since 
December mostly due to the rise in contributor rewards.

January saw a 26.40% decrease in expenses from December 
(other operational costs excluding rewards). The largest expense 
was for gas costs which totalled at $49,460, as we saw the launch 
of GMI this month. 

Asia Pacific (-16.37%), Engineering (-47.9%), Analytics (-4.8%) 
and Creative & Design (-0.8%) work groups were all over budget 
this month. This is the third month Asia Pacific have overspend on 
contributor rewards coming in $19,683 over their forecast, whilst 
the Engineering spend being over is largely due to the gas costs 
incurred in the Launch of GMI.

WG Expense Amount

Eng Gas $49,460

Growth Ads $30,261

Growth Impression 
Mining $3,652

Excluding the gas costs Growth & Marketing continued the 
trend of being the largest spenders at $99,303.40, a 45% 
decrease from December. Woman + Non-Binary were the 
lowest spenders once again at $10,800. The WGs with the 
biggest variance between actual spend and forecasted were 
Woman + Non-Binary spending 64% less than forecast and 
Institutional Business 71% less than forecast.

Further Insights

The table below shows the 3 largest spending initiatives in 
terms of operational expenses (excluding contributor 
rewards).

Impression mining costs saw a 800% decrease from last 
month, with paid ads staying relatively stable compared to 
December. Gas costs also saw a 300% increase due to 
providing liquidity and the set up of pools for the launch of GMI 
in January.

In the same proposal that requested for a roll on of Q4 budget 
for an extra month, Finance also provided an opportunity for 
contributors on fixed $Index stipends to have it rebased. The 
20 day moving average on December the 24th was used to 
recalculate ($22.07). This price was also used to calculate the 
forecasted $index in the table on the second page.

We have once again included the variance between the 
budgeted $Index spend vs the actual spend in $Index. The 5 
day MA used to payout rewards this month was $8.55, this has 
led to a large difference in $Index forecasted to $Index actual 
spend, with all the working groups showing a big variance and 
overspending in terms of  $Index. 
Summary 
Overall we once again saw an increase in overall spending with
contributor rewards again rising from the previous month.
The change to the nest structure from season 1  should  enable
the DAO to shift from a high spend organization to a startup for 
profit focused business.

https://www.instagram.com/indexcoop/
https://gov.indexcoop.com/t/q1-2022-budgeting-process-for-wgs-nests/3486
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